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Pius XII and the Distorting Ellipsis
Sep 16, 2010
Ronald J. Rychlak and William Doino, Jr.

As charge after charge that Pope Pius XII failed to resist the Germans or even that he
was indeed “Hitler’s Pope” has been refuted, the critics have advanced new and more
remote accusations. First, critics attacked him for what he said or did (or failed to
say or do) during the war. When those accusations were proved to be without merit,
they charged him with failures after the war.

When those were refuted, they shifted to the pope’s actions before he was pope.
John Cornwell, the author of Hitler’s Pope, based his case on two letters, one written
in 1917 and the other in 1919. On The O’Reilly Factor, he agreed that action to thwart
Hitler would have to have been taken by 1933, and that the pope could have done
nothing in 1938 or 1939. Pius XII did not become pope until 1939.

The current charge claims that in a presentation Pius XII gave at an
International Eucharistic Congress in Hungary in 1938—when he was still Eugenio
Pacelli, Vatican Secretary of State—he referred to Jews as enemies of Christ and the
Catholic Church. (It should be noted that the Germans had refused to send a
delegation to the congress when they learned that Pacelli would be there, and
permitted no news of it to be transmitted in Germany. Pacelli had, after all, berated
them the year before when he went to France for the Pope.)

The critics claim that on May 25, 1938, just after the Anschluss (the German
annexation of Austria), but before the Shoah or even the outbreak of World War II,
Pacelli said:

Jesus conquers! He who so often was the recipient of the rage of his
enemies, he who suffered the persecutions of those of whom he was
one, he shall be triumphant in the future as well. . . . As opposed to the
foes of Jesus, who cried out to his face, “Crucify him!” we sing him
hymns of our loyalty and our love. We act in this fashion, not out of
bitterness, not out of a sense of superiority, not out of arrogance toward
those whose lips curse him and whose hearts reject him even today.

LATEST FEATURE ARCHIVE
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One major critic of Pius, Moshe Y. Herczl, claimed that Pacelli was clearly assailing
Jews: “Pacelli relied on his audience, realizing that hints would suffice. . . . He was
sure that his audience understood him well.” Cornwell concurred: “Pacelli,
representative of the Pope at the Eucharistic congress, was making it clear that the
‘comprehensive love’ he preached at the meeting did not include the Jews.” Michael
Phayer added that Pacelli, was “making reference to Jews ‘whose lips curse [Christ]
and whose hearts reject him even today.’”

There is reason to be suspicious of this quotation, and the anti-Semitic
interpretation applied to it.

First, no one at the time thought that Pacelli was speaking of Jews. He spoke of the
“military godless” and those who wanted to “impose a new Christianity,” statements
applicable only to the Communists and Nazis. Time magazine reported on the
Eucharistic Congress and noted that while the host cardinal’s opening speech had
“contained no hint of the fact that he is firmly anti-Nazi,”

Papal Legate Pacelli, without descending from the high religious plane
of the Congress, was more specific about Catholicism’s enemies “the
lugubrious array of the militant godless, shaking the clenched fist of
anti-Christ.” Cried he: “Where now are Herod and Pilate, Nero and
Diocletian, and Julian the Apostate, and all the persecutors of the First
Century? St. Ambrose replies: ‘The Christians who have been
massacred have won the victory; the vanquished were their
persecutors.’ Ashes and dust are the enemies of Christianity; ashes and
dust are all that they have desired, pursued perhaps even tasted for a
short moment of power and terrestrial glory.”

Second, look at the quotation the papal critics use. One has to wonder what the
ellipsis is replacing. Despite the importance of this quotation to the argument of
many papal critics, it seems that none of them traced it back to its origin.

Recently on the Australian blog Galus Australis, for example, Gabriel Wilensky
wrote: “[W]ho cares if the conference was about atheist Nazis or the health benefits
of eating spinach?” Wilensky, author of a book titled Six Million Crucifixions,
continued: “The pope was talking about the Jews. The pope was not referring to Nazi
lips that curse Christ and Nazi hearts who still reject Christ even today. He was
referring to the Jews. You know this.”

A defender of Pius, Gary Krupp, asked Wilensky whether he had reviewed the
original text of the speech. Wilensky admitted that he did not have “the entire
speech . . . nor do I have the original quotes in French. I assume you ask for the
original in French for the sake of archival completeness, and not because you
suspect the paragraph I quoted is mistranslated and/or is a misrepresentation of the
original?”

Krupp, of course did suspect a mistranslation (or worse), and he was right.

With the assistance of Vatican historian (and relator of Pope Pius XII’s
sainthood cause) Fr. Peter Gumpel, we reviewed the text of the speech as it was
published in Discorsi e Panegirici. The quote as given by the critics does not appear
therein. The ellipsis was used to link very diverse passages from different pages of
Pacelli’s speech, producing a complete distortion of Pacelli’s words. (To be certain
that we were not overlooking anything, we reviewed transcripts from all seven of the
talks he gave in Hungary.)

Early in the talk, Pacelli spoke about biblical history. He recalled the Passion of
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Christ, and he mentioned the defiance of disciples, the solitude of Gethsemane, the
crowning of thorns, the cynicism of Herod, and the opportunism of Pilate.

He referred to the masses that called for the Crucifixion and said they had been
“deceived and excited by propaganda, lies, insults and imprecations at the foot of the
Cross.” Those identified as enemies of Christ included Pontius Pilate, Herod, the
Roman soldiers, the Sanhedrin, and their followers. He did not call out “all Jews” or
“the Jews.”

About two pages later in the manuscript, Pacelli referred to those who were
persecuting the Church at that time by doing things like expelling religion and
perverting Christianity. Jews were not doing this, but Nazi Germany certainly was.
The future pope was clearly equating the Nazis, not Jews, to those who persecuted
the Church at earlier times.

Pacelli then returned to the theme of Christ’s sufferings during the Passion which
were being repeated against the Mystical Body of Christ in modern times contrasting
them with the Church’s offering of love: “Let us replace the cry of ‘Crucify’ made by
Christ’s enemies, with the ‘Hosanna’ of our fidelity and our love.” Pacelli was
rebuking the totalitarians of his day, not the Jews of earlier times.

Nowhere in the address did he mention or single out Jews as the specific, much less
sole, enemies of Jesus Christ, past or present. Nowhere did he depict them as
speaking “ out to his face,” or cite any passages from Scripture (e.g., Mathew 27: 26:
“His blood be on us, and our children”) that have been misread for centuries to
foment anti-Semitism. There is no legitimate way to argue that Pacelli was blaming
Jews when he spoke about the enemies of Christ.

Where did the distorted quotation come from? The first use in English was
by Herczl, in his Christianity and the Holocaust of Hungarian Jewry (1993).
Perhaps Herczl himself or the people who helped with the book falsified the
quotation, but that seems unlikely. All are or were successful professionals who had
no logical reason to manipulate the quotation. He, and those who have used the
quote since, however, accepted too uncritically a very unreliable source.

Herczl was not present at the speech and did not even look at Pacelli’s script which
can be found in Discorsi e Panegirici, a collection of Pius’s early writings first
published in 1939, or even the Italian version that appeared in the Vatican
newspaper. In his book, he cited a Hungarian newspaper, Nemzeti Ujsag (National
Journal), with a long and controversial history as a political outlet.

According to Herczl, at the time in question Nemzeti Ujsag called itself “The
Political Christian Daily Newspaper,” and he described it as “the semi-official
newspaper of the Catholic Church.” That is in keeping with what National Socialists
claimed at that time, which was the kind of lie Pacelli complained about in his talk.

The evidence is against Herczl. As its name implies and as numerous articles in the
newspaper itself attest, Nemzeti Ujsag was a political journal, not a religious one. It
was, at least in the relevant years, overtly anti-Semitic and truly despicable.
Randolph L. Braham, a noted scholar in the field, called it a voice of National
Socialism. Herczl himself notes that the newspaper could be considered as part of an
anti-Semitic coalition, along with the “Awakening Hungarians,” an early fascist
group, and the Christian Socialists, which were in Hungary strongly anti-Semitic.

It is likely that the newspaper manufactured the quotation to support its anti-
Semitic position. Pacelli, after all, was criticizing the exact political position the
paper held. Then as now, Vatican support was a very useful thing to claim.
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Herczl and those who followed him should have been skeptical of this source.
Neither he nor anyone else would have accepted what that paper said about Jews,
yet with several other reliable sources available, why did he turn to an unreliable
source for this crucial information about Pacelli? More importantly, why have critics
like Phayer and Cornwell simply repeated the charge, relying upon this English
translation of a Hebrew translation from a Hungarian translation of a speech
originally made in French by a native Italian speaker?

The manufactured quotation blatantly distorted the words of the future pope.
Inasmuch that quote was inconsistent with so much other evidence of Pacelli’s
character, it should have been strictly scrutinized. Instead it was readily accepted
and insufficiently analyzed by critics eager to discredit the papacy and the Catholic
Church. They should be ashamed.

Ronald J. Rychlak is the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law
at the University of Mississippi School of Law. His most recent book is a revised
and expanded edition of Hitler, the War, and the Pope (OSV). William Doino,
Jr., is a contributor to The Pius War: Responses to the Critics of Pius XII
(Lexington Books).
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The Time magazine report on the Eucharistic Congress, Religion: Eucharist in
Budapest.
The exchange between Wilensky and Krupp.
Ronald L. Braham The Christian Churches of Hungary and the Holocaust.
William Doino’s Pius XII Did Help the Jews from The Times.
William Doino’s The Silence of Saul Friedlander from “On the Square."
For an extensive collection of articles on the subject from all sides, see Pius XII
and the Holocaust.

COMMENTS:

Gary Krupp says:

Thank you Professor Rychlak and Bill Doino for helping to clarify this issue. As the
document search of Pave the Way Foundation has proven, Pope Pius XII was not an anti-
Semite and in fact was a passionate defender of the Jewish people. The "baby boomer"
critics, who did not live through the war, conveniently use the mistranslation of this speech
to justify their charges of anti-Semitism, which our documents prove is absolutely untrue.
As a Jew who grew up hating Pope Pius XII, our work has been directed towards finding in
the truth. After acquiring and posting on our site over 40,000 pages of original documents
and original eyewitness videos since 2006, I can now only quote Albert Einstein when he
was quoted in Time Magazine in December 1940. He said of the Church under Pius XII, “I
am forced to confess, that I once despised, I now praise unreservedly.” Gentlemen, your
dedicated research is very much appreciated.
Gary Krupp

cricket says:

Well I've learned my lesson! I'm done with ellipses. Done!
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Bill Loughlin says:

Professor Rychlak and Mr. Doino are to be applauded for their diligent efforts to restore
Pius' reputation. It ain't easy. I've fired off two emails in recent weeks to one of the Los
Angeles Times columnists in the vain hope of interesting him in making some effort to
counterbalance the propaganda his paper has spread unrelentingly for years.Indeed I
suggested he utilize Mr. Krupp's Pave the Way Foundation's power point presentation as a
starting point. Nothing happened. The legacy of the Times' propaganda is that its readers
still believe Pius was silent, that he cared nothing about the plight of European Jews, and
that the Vatican to this day refuses to open its archives.
Having said all that, I can only hope that this article in First Things will receive the
prominence it truly deserves.

patricksarsfield says:

Gary Krupp writes:
"The "baby boomer" critics, who did not live through the war, conveniently use the
mistranslation of this speech to justify their charges of anti-Semitism, which our
documents prove is absolutely untrue."

It is interesting to note that the attack on Pope Pius XII did not begin until about 1962
when he was dead four years and his successor had just launched a worldwide effort to
unite christians through Vatican II. The attackers, whose connections to the KGB have by
now come to light, launched Hochuth's The Deputy at a time when their target was a "dead
man who could tell no tales."

Those original charges were refuted in time (e.g., "Three Popes and the Jews" by an Israeli
diplomat who established that the Pope had done more to save jews of Europe than anyone
else), so the charges just transmogrified into less specific charges. And so, this article had
to be written to refute the latest charges. The one thing that doesn't change is that when a
charge is refuted, the attackers don't give up, they just find another way to tweak the
charges. So this was good work but there will always be anothe rattacker who will come
along.

My question for the attackers is: if the Pope, who was a prisoner of the surrounding Nazis
until June 5, 1944, can be faulted for not making clearer and more pointed attacks on the
Shoah in the "public square" of Nazi-controlled Europe, why are the attackers not accusing
such movers and shakers of the World--who were not within the grasp of the Nazis--such
as Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the New York Times, Joe Stalin and Winston Churchill of
equivalent "anti-Semitic" passivity in the same fora?

Aimee says:

Thank you for continuing efforts towards the truth and the good. Yes, there will
always be more attacks, and I do think the L.A. Times is a hopeless case (though
I applaud your efforts, Bill, and hope you will continue to fight teh good fight) --
although all of this is true, it is SO important to continue to tell the truth on this
issue, for the sake of those like myself who once unquestionably accepted the
atatcks on Pius as true. As a cradle Catholic, it was 38 years before I ever learned
the truth on this issue, and it was a sobering lesson. Thank you, thank you,
thank you.

Leo Ladenson says:

One would think that Jewish scholars, cognizant of the power of the fraudulent "Protocols
of the Elders of Zion," ought to be particularly scrupulous in their use of documents when
attacking others.
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Don Roberto says:

The Enemy, that murderer and liar from the beginning, has many willing adherents, at the
LA Times and most newspapers. All indications are that Pius XII was a heroic leader, and
kept the Faith even under the most trying circumstances. I hope he will pray for us as we
pass through the challenges we face in our increasingly dark times, when millions of
innocents are sacrificed to wicked idols, and the "wise" look on complacently, living
profane lives in fatuous contentment (to paraphrase C.S. Lewis).

Ray Dubuque says:

After studying the question of what Pope Pius XII and the Catholic hierarchy in Germany
could and should have done about the Jewish Holocaust for years, I've not only come to the
conclusion that German Catholics didn't much care about what happened to the Jews then,
but that in our own time Catholics generally care much more about protecting the
reputation of their church and their pope than they do about anything their church could
or should have done to protect the lives of 6 million innocent Jews.
After trying for several years to move the conscience of Catholics over the failure of their
leaders to save the lives of 6 million Jews, and finding that most Catholics don't seem to
care, I've created a web site designed to appeal to something every genuine Catholic must
value above all else, i.e. their own eternal salvation and that of fellow Roman Catholics.
Hoping that I can post a direct link to that site, here it is
http://JesusWouldBeFurious.Org/RC_victims.html .

unclesmrgol says:

Ray, all your studying over at "catholicarrogance.org" has been for naught. In your diatribe,
even your physical evidence of Catholic arrogance, a report from Germany about a "war
prayer", notes, "The Catholic Clergy, while strongly objecting to certain aspects of Nazi
racial policy, has always taken care to emphasize the duty of every Catholic as loyal
Germans in the present war." As you pontificate (and I use that word perhaps wrongly)
against wars, I wonder what you think of those Americans who went to war against the
Nazis in WWII. Should they have never taken up their swords? If you think this, then you
fail to understand utterly the concept of a sin of omission, a very strong failure even for a
supposed ex-Catholic clergyman. A reading of the history of Saint Edith Stein might be
instructive as to why Catholic voices were somewhat muted -- the Nazis cared little about
Protestantism or Catholicism, viewing Christianity as a weak faith and planning for a
postwar religious replacement and a reckoning with those Christians, either Protestant or
Catholic, who had opposed them. Actions were carried out in secret, for public
pronouncements brought punishments on the very communities they were supposed to
protect.

As for what the Church did, I'll take Time Magazine in 1940, the German Gastapo reports,
Albert Einstein, Golda Meir, and Rabbi Zolli over you any day.

johnmcarthur says:

The article says that Cardinal Pacelli didn't actually name the Jews in his quoted speech
and this is an interpolation by critics of Pius. The relevant passage of the speech is "As
opposed to the foes of Jesus, who cried out to his face, 'Crucify him!' we sing him hymns of
our loyalty and our love. "We act in this fashion, not out of bitterness, not out of a sense of
superiority, not out of arrogance toward those whose lips curse him and whose hearts
reject him even today.'". However the article seems to assume that readers are ignorant of
scriptures because it is the New Testament that links the "Crucify Him !" quotation of the
Cardinal directly to the Jews, e.g. "It was the day of Preparation of Passover Week, about
the sixth hour. "Here is your king," Pilate said to the Jews. But they shouted, "Take him
away! Take him away! Crucify him!". (john 19:14) It is Cardinal Pacelli, not the scholars
complained about in this article, that first makes the link to the Jews by quoting scripture.
It reads as a pious attempt to smear others. P.s, What he said as a Cardinal was echoed in
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what he said as Pope in 1942 to the College of Cardinals "Jerusalem has responded to His
call and to His grace with the same rigid blindness and stubborn ingratitude that has led it
along the path of guilt to the murder of God. The "God killers" epithet has a long history
that doesn't begin with Cardinal Pacelli.

As for Garry Krupp's remarks above regarding Albert Einsteins supposed comments in
Time Magazine, I would suggest reading the article which has long been available on Time
Magazines web site. There is no mention of the Catholic Church or Pius by Einstein. Even
the vague remarks made about the Church don't really hold up as a couple of years ago
Einsteins correspondence relating to this article surfaced and he states he might have made
some comments similar to what Time quotes him as saying but this was in the early days of
the Nazis and not contemporaneous with the Time article date of December 1940.
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